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High Court
1. Transocean Offshore – WP 44908/16 dt 6.4.17 “………..47. As pointed out by the Supreme Court

in State of A.P. v. Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Ltd.1, hire charges are taxable only when full possession
and control is given to the hirer. If the owner retains effective control over the equipment, it is not
transfer of the right to use………”

2. Tirupati Fuels wp 11082/17 dt 6.4.17 – “………..All that was required of the petitioner was to
produce proof to show eligibility for input tax credit. If this proof had been produced there would
have been no difficulty, in arriving at the final figure without disturbing the figures already
recorded. Therefore, we are of the considered view that the petitioner deserves one opportunity only
for the purpose of producing evidence……………”

Commissioner’s Circulars
1. CCT’s Ref.No.CCW /CS(1)/128/2015, dt.27.03.17 - instructions in modification of procedure for

Post registration advisory visits
2. CCT’s Ref.No.CCW /CS (1)/128/2015, dt.10.04.2017 - instructions issued and communicated for

discontinued of using physical waybills-
3. CCT's Ref No.BII(1)/141/2017 DT: 11.04.2017Audits and Assessments - Rule 59 of APVAT

Rules 2005 –Procedures to be followed
Allahabad
G.D. Goenka WRIT TAX No.- 146 of 2013 dt 9.12.16 99 VST 188 - grant of non-exclusive licence to
Franchisee for use of Brand name of petitioner under the agreement for consideration is exigible to tax
under VAT Act, 2008 and judgments in Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd. and another (supra) and State of
A.P. Vs. Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Ltd. (supra) are neither applicable to the facts of present case nor lay
down a different law.
Punjab and Haryana
Indo Arya Central Transport 98 VST 21 - Vehicle running upon fixed rails –Excluded from definition of
“goods vehicle”-Goods transported in such vehicle –Cannot be detained
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